
       

Hello P6a 

Hope you’re feeling HAPPY this week – when you scroll down 

the Home Learning pages, near the end you’ll see an activity 

about musical feelings.  Miss Maxwell and I were talking about 

what has made us happy this past week.  Miss Maxwell 

received a cactus plant in the post (ouch!  Hope it was well 

wrapped up)!  She has put it in her terrarium.  And I met up 

with Mrs McKay for a lovely walk (socially distancing of 

course!) in the rain.  We chatted and walked, chatted and walked! 

A few of you have been emailing messages, asking questions, sending in pictures – a 

big thank you to you all.  We really do love to hear from you, so please keep them 

coming.  Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk.   

We hope many of you enjoyed taking part in some of the sports in the Virtual Games 

at the Hub last week.  A massive Well Done goes to Lydia – she was the only one to 

send in pictures, showing her taking part and it looks like she had great fun.  It was 

also lovely to hear about her favourite place to visit – Orkney.  Both Miss Maxwell 

and I have put it on our Top 10 list of places to visit, as Lydia gave such a good 

description. 

The Maths Sumdog Champs for this week are Laurie, Orla and Oliwia. (Results to 4 

June) 

On Sumdog Spelling, well done to Ethan and Jay this week.  (Results to 4 June) 

The Sumdog Grammar champs for the fortnight are Ethan, Holly and Laurie. 

The Read Theory champs this week is Orla – please remember the maximum number 

of quizzes is now 2 each day.  (Results to 4 June). 

Quote for the week – “You will never have this day again, so make it count”.  

The answer to last week’s riddle – Where can you find cities, towns, shops and  

Riddle for next week: You bought me for dinner, but never 

eat me.  What am I?  

 

Best wishes from Mrs James + Miss Maxwell                                      

 

 

 

mailto:Admin@Gilmerton.edin.sch.uk


       

6 June 2020 

Hello P6b!                                                                                                  

Well what an active few days we have had… last Friday for our sports day 
and the Games at the Hub on Wednesday. Did anyone from 6b have 
photos to share of these events? It would be lovely to see how you all 
got on. My bowling, I have to say is actually quite good, so I 
challenged Ian to a game…sadly I lost.  

I have had a very active week with walking or cycling every day. I even 
walked twice one day when I met up with Mrs James for an evening stroll. 
Unfortunately, we chose an evening when the weather had changed 
and we both ended up quite soggy! Still, it was lovely to see her as she 
celebrated a birthday and a wedding anniversary last week. Lots of 
celebrations in the James’ household.  

 

My youngest son came for a visit in the garden over the weekend and it was great to 
see him and his girlfriend…even if I couldn’t give him a hug. We chatted for a long time 
and it almost felt like old times.  

Well done to those of you who continue to share your learning with me. I received 
some excellent letters last week and have kept a few to use as WAGOLLs in the 
future. Did anyone try Mrs Hunter’s Science Challenge? If you did, did the 
endothermic reaction create something delicious as promised??? 

 

Please, if you can, email me with examples of your work at admin@ gilm.edin.sch.uk  
Ask for it to be forwarded to me and get sharing! You can include any work you’ve 
been doing, photos of your activities (or just you) and even just a ‘Hello.’ would be 
great. 

 

 

 

 

 

Stay safe & take care        

 Mrs McKay x  

 



       

 

P6b CHAMPIONS THIS WEEK 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A special shout out to Patryk, Zak+ Emily who spent most time 
on Sumdog this week! 

 

Our Sumdog Maths champs this week are 

Abraham, Emily, Patryk, Reilly + Zak,   
Well done to you all for your efforts this week! 

 

  Our Sumdog Spelling champs this week are  

 Emily, Abraham + Leo 
Well done to everyone who participated in the challenge! 

 

 

 

 

                      

                  Ali, Emily, Ella, 
Thandiwe, Summer and Leo  

all managed to get online a do their 
challenges. Good Job! 

 

Let’s make sure we use the methods 
we have learned in class in the maths 

tasks set this week. We are still 
practising our coin card skills! 

 

Read Theory Champs 
this week are… 

Leo, Patryk, Emily, Ella, 
Jade, Junior + Wanya 

These pupils all completed their 5 
quizzes this week. 

                 



       

 

 

         Length : MILD                                          ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 1 June 
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                  MILD – measurement            

       

9 

15 

5 

3 

14 

WHO:  Hercules murdered Hannah 

 

WHEN: 23:57 on 19th January  

 

WHERE: Market 

 

WHY: She said 1 was a prime number 

MURDER MYSTERY  

MIXED ARITHMETIC 2 



       

 

                           MILD: Measuring + comparing length  

                             



       

ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 25 MAY 

                                                                                                

              

 

mm 

m 

cm cm 

m cm m 

5cm 8cm 

Dexter is correct 

because he has 

measured moved the 

car to zero on the 

ruler. 

Annie and Eva have not 

moved the car to the 

zero on the ruler so 

their measurements 

are incorrect. 



       

         MEDIUM – measuring and comparing length 

 

10 90 100 

10 

0.7 7 mm 

9 mm 

21 mm 

16 mm 1.6 

0.9 

2.1 

4.5 

4cm 

5mm 3.7 cm 

3cm 

5.4cm 

5cm 

4mm 



       

 

 

shorter  

taller 

shorter 

shorter 

Dexter Eva Teddy Annie 

 134 Eva 

 160 Mum 

 185 Dad 

+110 Dexter 

 589 cm             = 5m 89cm 

Jack is correct 
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32  

 X 1     32 

X 2     64 

X 5   160 

X 10   320 

X 20   640 

X 50 1600 

X 100 3200 

 

 

47  

X 1     47 

X 2     94 

X 5   235 

X 10   470 

X 20   940 

X 50 2350 

X 100 4700 

 

 

29  

X 1      29 

X 2      58 

X 5    145 

X 10    290 

X 20    580 

X 50  1450 

X 100  2900 

 

 

35  

X 1      35 

X 2      70 

X 5    175 

X 10    350 

X 20    700 

X 50  1750 

X 100  3500  

 



       

                SPICY  ANSWERS FOR MATHS WB 1 JUNE



       

                 



       

P6 Home Learning for week 8
th

 June 

Below is a timetable of events as listed on the BBC Bitesize 

website. It provides extra lessons and activities for you so be 

ready to follow the links. Use the timetable to remind you each 

day of the activities on offer.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MATHS WARM UP ACTIVITIES – NUMBER OF THE DAY 

 

 



       

               MILD problems to solve 

 

 

                   MEDIUM / SPICY problems to solve 

 



       

REMEMBER: Calculate the answers for the WHO section before 

you try to work out the true or false statements 

 



       



       

Do your best on this general Maths quiz. The total score is 86 

 

 

 



       

                

Click on the image to watch a 

video about decimal lace 

value 

      

                           

 

         

✓ Remember that decimal numbers are numbers where the 

whole number and the fraction part are split by a decimal 

point. 

✓ Whole numbers are on the left and fractions of the whole 

number are to the right-hand side of the decimal point.  

✓ The columns on the right have different place values called 

tenths, hundredths and thousandths.  

✓ Decimals are numbers less than 1 so can also be represented as  

FRACTIONS! 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KG6ILNOiMgM


       

MATHS Our focus for this week is decimals. Follow the link 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrsc86fto participate in the 

lesson. There is a video, a quiz before you try the worksheets.

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/articles/zrsc86f


       

              MILD: Decimals 

  

 



       

         MILD: Decimals   

 



       

 



       

            MEDIUM: Decimals  

 



       

               MEDIUM: Decimals  



       

           SPICY: Decimals  

 



       

            SPICY: Decimals  



       

               SPICY: Decimals 



       

Money calculations involve adding and subtracting decimals too. 

Have a go at some on the following sheets. 

           



       

 



       

 



       

 



       

More coin cards to practice your number manipulation skills! 

 

47  

X 1  47 

X 2  94 

X 5 235 

X 10 470 

X 20 940 

X 50 2350 

X 100 4700 

53  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

38  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

49  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

23  

X 1  

X 2  

X 5  

X 10  

X 20  

X 50  

X 100  

Always choose the order you complete the 
card carefully 

Start with x1, then x10, then x100  

Find x2 by doubling your answer for x1 

Find x20 by multiplying your answer for x2 by 
10 ( add a zero) 

Find x5 by halving the answer for x10 

Find x50 by multiplying your answer for x5 by 
10 ( ie add a zero) 



       

LITERACY    READING  

 

 

  

 

 

LISTENING + TALKING 

 

 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

Author Challenge 

Stein’s smile made him look, ‘like a fox who had just eaten a 

shed full of chickens’  and as he looked at the paper clip he 

was ‘examining it carefully like a scientist examining a 

small insect’ 

These similes help to paint a strong picture of what Stein looks 
like and how he moves. This is a fun description strategy to 
improve your writing. 

 

(Here are some cheesy videos in case you need a reminder!) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm6zt24w0qU 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU  

 

Can you think of some similes to describe something that has happened in the book, such as: 

• How would you describe what is in Jessie’s pockets?  

Listen to chapter 9 + 10    

The boys have now found out a lot more 

about Cogs AND discovered a new person who 

seems to be involved. Will Jesse's plan for 

using her complaint about the paper clip to 

gain more information pay off? 

 

chapter 9 https://youtu.be/G0E23y8UL8U 

 

chapter 10 https://youtu.be/B-8DapMT9Oc 

 

 

 

 

 

Login to Read Theory 

and read your5 

texts this week. 

Its quality not 

quantity we look for! 

 

Remember to 

complete this 

task 

independently! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pm6zt24w0qU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uoSBVNUO2LU
https://youtu.be/G0E23y8UL8U
https://youtu.be/B-8DapMT9Oc
https://youtu.be/B-8DapMT9Oc
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before
https://sites.google.com/mc.glow.scot/catscapenovelstudy/the-novel-study/chapter-4-the-morning-after-the-night-before


       

• How we might describe Fergus and Murdo’s behaviour and stakeout. 
• How would you describe how a cat moves? 

• How would you describe the atmosphere in the office and what happened? 

 

A Way with Words 

LI: to be able to use resources (eg- dictionary and thesaurus) to increase vocabulary. 

What do the following words mean? 

blurted                                agitated                             glimpse                             floundering                                               

loitering                              speculating                   insinuating                    lunged          

          

 

Convince Me 

 LI: to be able to generate thoughtful oral and written thoughts based on a text. 

Somebody has ransacked Head Quarters and has taken lots of information! 

Decide who could have done this! You may have more than 1 suspect! 

Convince someone that you are right...  

• Make a video or write a report to show your arguments and reasons for your 
suspicions! 

• Think about what their motive (reason for committing the crime) could be. 
• Think about what someone may have to gain or hide through this act. 
• Imagine that someone else has a different opinion! You’ll need to convince them by 

justifying your thoughts!  

Good Luck



       

SPELLING Select activities from the spelling grid to practise your words – try 

one written and one active.  

WORDS - P6a  

ap – MILD (revision) 

map  tap  apart  apple  apply  appear 

appeal applause appetite approach apologise appreciate 

ure – SPICY (revision) 

pure  lure  cure  figure  capture future 

fixture unsure nature picture puncture adventure  

ure – HOT (revision) 

adventure furniture creature insecure reassure temperature 

insecure procure signature premature caricature manufacture 

 

WORDS - P6b 

 



       

 

 LITERACY: WRITING       

        

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed 

Title 
Introduction –  

who? what? where? 

when? 

What happened?  

First . . . .  

Then . . . .  

Next . . . .  

Finally . . . .  

I thought that … My favourite part 
was…I would recommend it to…I have 
learned that 

Last week many of you took part in our school virtual 

sports day, and this week you would have been 

participating in a citywide P6 sporting event. 

Can you cast your mind back to other sports 

days at school – perhaps last year’s, or maybe 

even your very first in P1?  Your task is to write 

a recount about it.  Use the plan below to help 

structure your thoughts: 

• Feelings and thoughts 
• Actions 
• Descriptions 
• Details 
• What do you think? 

  CHECKLIST 

• Are the events in time order? 

• Is it in the past tense? 

• Have you remembered time connectives? 

Eg Meanwhile, next 

• Is your last line linked to the introduction? 

 

https://cartoondramas.wordpress.com/tag/athletics/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/


       

LITERACY: Listening + Talking 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround 

Click on the link above to watch Newsround this week.  

 

CHALLENGE 1: keep scrolling down to the “Newsround Learn” 

section and click on Big Stories and Big Words.  Read the 

information and see if you can answer the three questions at the 

end. 

 

CHALLENGE 2: can you make up three more questions, one for each 

story?  Perhaps see if someone living in your home can answer 

them, or even challenge a friend when you are chatting on the 

phone or WhatsApp.  

 

 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/news/watch_newsround


       

          

 

 

https://www.lionkingexperience.com/sessions/kids/8 

Follow the link to watch this weeks’ warm up. Now we are going 

to learn about the choreographer and how their job is to create 

movement for our characters on the stage. You are 

tasked this week with creating movements to match your 

characters and music but first you have to try some yourself!  

         

 

 

https://www.lionkingexperience.com/sessions/kids/8
https://www.lionkingexperience.com/sessions/kids/8


       

   FROM EVERYDAY MOVEMENT …TO DANCE! 

Today you will be choreographers and create a dance in which Mufasa 

teaches Simba how to hunt! 

 

  

    

 

              soaring 

  

 

                 hunting 

  

                   fighting 

 

                     stalking 

 

 



       

 

  

 

   

             

 



       

  

    

  

 

 



       

     

The semester continues with some more 
work on you. This week we revise how to 
share our age and ask others theirs.  

The work includes the same activities to 
help you practice hearing and saying some 
French vocabulary so have fun with it.  

Type: The Children’s University of 
Manchester into your search engine or left 
click the link on the logo      

                          

                          

  

 

Alternatively, you can click on the link 

on the school homepage to work through 

the above slideshows. One will introduce 

you to simple greetings and let you hear 

what they sound and look like when 

written down. The other will revise the 

colours you learned last month. 

 

https://www.childrensuniversity.manchester.ac.uk/learning-activities/languages/french/part-1-moi/


       

 

Click on the link above to 
practise the months of the year. 
Then you can share your age and 
the month when it is your 
birthday! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uq1Pf1i-w2A


       

       

H.W.B Keeping fit and active is very important so why not do a 

workout with Joe Wicks – take part in his 5minute Abs Blast at the 

end and answer some of his Trivia questions as you do the 

workout. 

            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You may recognise the Athletics Challenge from last week’s 

Virtual Games at the Hub.  It’s a fun mini workout that 

requires no specialist equipment. 

 



       

Music is used for lots of different reasons – including inspiring creativity, as a form of expression and to improve mental, 

health and physical development. Why not type a few of the the links into your search engine to begin your journey and see 

where the music takes you! 

 

Art stimulates the imagination, makes you more observant and can help reduce stress.  I have seen lots of chalk patterns 

around my neighbourhood – why don’t you give it a go, yourself? 

 



       

HWB – Act of Kindness 



       

 

Expect the Unexpected… 

 

Things to remember: I know that it is OK to experience disappointment, 

difficulties and loss and that some things cannot get better or be fixed, 

I can ask other people if they are OK and show I care by really listening 

I have ways to cope with loss. 

 
Circle of Feelings 

Go through some of these feeling words, exploring some of the more complex 

words and ask yourself how you might recognise that someone was feeling like 

this: 

 

happy relaxed unhappy tense moody 

surprised confident lonely anxious jealous 

content sad angry worried embarrassed 

ecstatic miserable furious guilty concerned 

pleased withdrawn enraged timid ashamed 

delighted helpless irritated shy uncomfortable 

calm gloomy mean curious unsettled 

safe grumpy bold uneasy disgusted 

panicky terrified horrified bored confused 

 

• Is this a feeling that we like or not? 

• When might someone feel like this? 

• Can we think of any times the characters in our books have felt this way? 

• If it’s an uncomfortable feeling, how can we stop ourselves feeling this 

way? 

Musical feelings 

Listen to ‘Happy’ by Pharrell Williams.  How does it make you feel?  Can 

you answer this without using the word ‘happy’?  How many other feeling 

words can you use instead? 

Happy by Pharrell Williams 

 

Everyone in this video has their own ‘happy’ walk.  You might want to 

practice your very own happy walk that you will use when your favourite 

place reopens: the cinema, a café, school! 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y6Sxv-sUYtM


       

 


